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East Asia 
Summary of Audit Responses for IMC May 2020 
 
Returns have been received from CILT Hong Kong, China and Macao.  
I have suggested James, CILT Taiwan to use the questionnaire format 
for reply, but not sure whether he will complete it in time. 
 
Anyhow, summarizing the returns, I may conclude the followings: 
 
1. CILT East Asia branches have been actively communicating with 
their members through e-bulletin, e-mail, video conferencing and other 
social media including WeChat, Whatsapp, Facebook, etc.  
2. CILT branches have been active in working together with the 
governments and the industry regarding the anti-epidemic measures 
and relief measures.  
3. The CILT International Webinars and Bulletins are important and 
useful, and instrumental in enhancing CILT’s visibility and functions in 
the industry and public in general. These efforts should continue. 
4. Block down measures are beginning to be relax, we believe CILT 
should: 
a. Suggest general principles and simple guidelines to cope with the 
relaxation; 
b. Suggest approach and details of a global approach to cope with the 
situation; 
c. Suggest approach to resolve issues that might come up e.g. 
anticipated surge in air fares, proper capacity planning, capacity and 
equipment shortage in case of cargo rebound, liquidity issues and 
bankruptcies, etc. We understand that CILT branches will provide 
inputs to their respective administrations, but general 
recommendations from CILT could be useful. It might enhance CILT’s 
status as an international professional institution. 
5. It is insightful for CILT to plan for conducting studies and researches. 
With a global presence, besides local studies, CILT should be well 
situated to contact cross-nation and cross-economy studies and 
researches. CILT International could well perform a co-ordinating role. 
 
Regards, 
Sunny   
 
 
 

 


